
 



ABSTRACT 

When it comes to home organization, tackling your bedroom closet is perhaps one of 

the most difficult yet ultimately satisfying tasks.  

While organizing a utility closet, linen closet, or pantry involves editing and 

categorizing everyday items such as cleaning supplies, towels, and nonperishable 

foods that probably don’t trigger any sentimental feelings, many of us become 

attached to our clothes, shoes, and accessories along with the memories sparked at 

the sight of them.  

INTRODUCTION 

With the hectic pace of life these days, being organized has become an essential 

need. One of the best ways to get a head start on the day is to have a well-organized 

wardrobe.   

To achieve an efficient wardrobe closet design, the internal layout of the closet 

should be designed according to the requirements of its user. But, with the plethora 

of closet organization ideas and organizational aids available, it is possible to convert 

even an old wardrobe into a convenient and well laid out closet. 

I. How to Organize a Closet Once and for 
All 

 

 



However, keeping clothing you no longer wear while adding more pieces, can result 

in a jumbled, cluttered closet that makes it harder for you to find the pieces you truly 

enjoy and feel confident wearing each and every day. 

Clean and empty your closet 

This step may seem like it requires the least amount of effort, but it is actually quite 

difficult. “The process of physically emptying out your closet is painful but a must if 

you really want to get honest with yourself about your actual wardrobe inventory and 

find out just how many black sweaters you own,” she says. You may even rediscover 

some favorite pieces you forgot about.  

Before getting started, take some before photos so you can track your progress. 

Then, pull everything—yes, everything!—out of your closet and drawers and pile 

them into categories of different items, such as tank tops, short sleeves, long 

sleeves, leggings, jeans, etc. 

Once your closet is empty, think of it a little like spring cleaning, and use it as an 

opportunity to literally clean your closet, wiping down hanging rods and cleaning out 

any shelves or bins that have attracted dust to give you a fresh, clean slate. While 

the shelves are empty, measure the depth and width; you’ll use these measurements 

to determine which organizing products or closet systems will fit best. 

 

Declutter your clothes 

After you’ve cleared out and cleaned your space, the next step is to determine which 

items you will be keeping in your wardrobe and your closet—and which you are 

willing to say goodbye to.   

A closet purge can be one of the most time-intensive steps, as this is when you are 

really going to have to edit down your belongings. “For maximum impact, try to 

complete this step in one day,” suggests Brookshire. You might want to consider 



creating a capsule wardrobe, a curated collection of coordinating pieces that make 

getting dressed a breeze. 

Go through each pile of clothing and sort it into categories: 

Keep: These are all the items you can’t live without. If you’re on the fence about an 

item, ask yourself: Do you feel confident and beautiful in this item? Does it flatter 

your figure? How often do you wear it? Can it be mixed and matched with other 

items in your wardrobe? “Ask yourself, ‘Would I feel good if I unexpectedly ran into 

my ex wearing this outfit?'” suggests Brookshire about this crucial category. 

Toss: Items that are seriously stained, have rips that are beyond repair, or, for 

whatever reason, are in such bad condition that even a donation center wouldn’t take 

them, should get thrown away in the trash, compost them, or turn them into rags for 

cleaning. 

Sell: Designer jeans, trendy clothes that are in good shape, shoes, and handbags 

are among the items you might be able to sell online or at a local consignment store. 

“In particular, any item that’s within the last season that is still a current trend or 

style, can potentially be sold,” Brookshire says. Before you create this pile, check out 

reselling app Poshmark or your local consignment store’s website to see if similar 

items are in demand…or not. This could save you time frustration in the long run. 

 

 

Strategize your closet storage 

While closet storage solutions can’t make your closet bigger, they can help make it a 

more efficient and effective space for your needs. “Products can make or break a 

space; the right ones magically make a closet great without the expense, time, or 

headache of a full remodel,” Brookshire explains. Organizers can also help create a 

physical boundary for your zones to stay in their lane without overlapping and getting 

messy all over again. 



Invest in a closet system. If you don’t already have a streamlined closet system—

meaning your closet consists of a hanging rod and that’s it—you might want to 

consider investing in one. These systems (popular ones include ELFA, ClosetMaid, 

Wayfair’s Dotted Line, or one of the many organizers sold on Amazon) can be a 

major game-changer, as they allow you to design and customize your space with 

exactly what you need. Even if your closet is small you can make it more functional 

with the right organizational system. 

Stock up on containers. Whether you prefer plastic boxes or fabric bins, 

“implementing containers allows you to keep categories separate and provides easy 

access and easy systems to maintain,” Brookshire explains. If a store-bought 

organizer isn’t in your budget, try these DIY closet organizer ideas. 

Invest in space-saving hangers. When it comes to hangers, swap all your 

mismatched wire and plastic hangers for slender velvet ones and perhaps a few 

wooden hangers for heavier winter coats. This small investment will make a huge 

impact on the overall look and function of your space. 

Optimize vertical space. If you don’t have a lot of shelf space, consider adding 

hanging shoe storage or hanging shelves to create some. 

 

How to organize your clothes 

When organizing your closet think about solutions that you will actually be able to 

maintain day after day. This means ditching any options that would require several 

steps to put clothing away in favor of keeping it simple. “Ideally, you want your 

clothing and outfit selection to be easy and putting away laundry to be a breeze,” 

Brookshire says. The best closet organization ideas will also help you identify what 

items of clothing you need. 



Best ways to organize clothes 

First, consider the frequency of use of your clothing, Brookshire suggests, adding 

that this is especially important if you have a small closet. “You always want to think 

about your prime real estate spaces and put the items that you access the most in 

these zones,” she explains. Prime real estate is any space that is easily visible and 

accessible, with nothing blocking access to it. It’s usually between waist and 

shoulder height. 

You can also organize by theme or occasion. For example, keeping separate 

sections for your dress clothes, work clothes, casual clothes, etc. 

Organizing by style is also key, allotting designated spaces for different types of 

items (long-sleeve shirts, short-sleeve shirts, pants, skirts, etc.) You can also color 

code your closet, keeping similar hues grouped together. 

 

Hang vs fold 

The benefits of hanging versus folding depend on the space you have available—

drawer or closet space. If you have ample amounts of both, fold your pajamas, 

workout items, t-shirts, swimsuits, and other less frequently used items. The one 

item that should always be folded is sweaters. If you don’t have shelf space, 

Brookshire recommends folding them over a hanger so they maintain their shape. 

How to fold clothes like Marie Kondo 

Marie Kondo’s method of folding is all the rage. “This folding style is all about making 

differently shaped clothing items look uniform by tucking the edges, the neck, and 

hemlines and hiding any visible seams or straps,” Brookshire explains. When all your 

similar clothing items are folded the exact same way, your drawers will naturally look 

neater and it will help you find what you’re looking for quickly. 



Best way to hang clothes 

When it comes time to hang clothes, resist just sloppily throwing them on just any old 

hanger; having all your clothes on like hangers instantly creates uniformity. After 

you’ve selected the best hanger, follow these simple steps: 

 Face all of the items in the same direction to create a streamlined look. 

 Order from short to long (so start with short sleeves then move on to elbow-

length sleeves, etc.) 

 Fold longer garments over the hanger to prevent dragging and catching. 

 Color code so items are easy to locate and put back. 

 If you have two rows of hanging items, put the bulkier items on the lower rack 

to keep the line of vision uncluttered. This will help the space feel more open 

and less overcrowded. 

 Place empty hangers at the beginning of the section they came from to make 

returning clothes to their spot easy. 

 

Space-saving techniques for clothes 

To make more space in your closet, try some of these space-saving strategies: 

 Rolling: You may already roll your clothes when you’re packing your suitcase 

for a trip. This saves space in your drawers, too, and works especially well for 

T-shirts, tanks, and smaller items of clothing. 

 Hanging storage: Again, if you don’t have a lot of shelf space, consider 

hanging storage options for anything from your clothes to accessories or 

shoes. 

 Vacuum bags: If you are storing clothes you don’t often wear, or want to tuck 

them away for the season, consider vacuum bags. Once the air is sucked out 

of these bags, you can store items in a fraction of the space. 

 Seasonal storage: Speaking of, rotate out your out-of-season clothes from 

your main closet. You could store them in a guest bedroom or a well-



ventilated basement. If you don’t have that much space, move them to the 

back of your closet. 

How to stay organized 

Now that your closet is organized, you might think your work is done; however, that’s 

only half the battle—you need to commit to a plan to keep it that way. The good 

news is, once your closet is organized the right way, maintenance will be a whole lot 

easier. 

 Make time for maintenance. “Regular tidying up will be the biggest key to 

success here,” states Brookshire. She suggests giving your space a spruce 

up once or twice a week with five minutes of attention. “Do this and you’ll 

never have to do a major overhaul again,” she promises. 

 Don’t let laundry pile up. When it comes to laundry, don’t wait until your pile 

is brimming over. Do small loads instead, which will make it easier and more 

manageable for you to fold and hang all of your items versus having to spend 

hours doing it on a Sunday afternoon or worse—letting your clothing languish 

in the dryer. 

 Continue to edit. A designated donate/sell bin right in your closet will help 

you stay on track when you find an item of clothing no longer works for you. 

Best of all, now that your closet is fully organized and edited, you can tell at a glance 

what you have and what you need. This will enable you to thoughtfully and 

consciously add to your collection, instead of wasting money on things that are going 

to collect dust. When you do buy something new, consider a one-for-one policy 

where you donate an item for every new item you bring in. 

II. 10 Best Closet Storage Ideas 

Regardless of whether you have a small, medium, or large closet, you should always 

use your storage space efficiently. There are many organizers for closets designed 

to help you create more usable storage space. They're easy to install, budget-

friendly, and they will help you gain control over your wardrobe. 



 

Here are 10 of the best closet organization ideas. 

Use All the Vertical Hanging Space 

Closet organization is all about maximizing space, including the vertical hanging 

space. Most of your clothing won't stretch from floor to ceiling when it's hung, which 

means you can install rows of clothing rods one on top of the other to double your 

hanging space.  

To install, bump up your current rod as high as possible but still where you can easily 

reach your clothes. Then, install a second rod under where your hanging clothing on 

the top rod ends. 

Store Shoes on the Closet Door 

Shoes stored in a pile on the closet floor can be a hassle to sort through to find what 

you need. So instead, consider storing your most-used pairs of shoes on the inside 

of your closet door.  

You can achieve this look by installing a simple towel bar on the door. Blogger Maria 

Emberstén at The Waves We Make used an Ikea Grundtal Rail in her closet and 

hung her shoes from hooks that fit over the bar. 

Hang Accessories and Tank Tops 

Small articles of clothing and accessories can be difficult to store in an orderly 

fashion. Instead of piling them in bins or drawers, consider hanging some of them 

from a single hanger.  



This trick will work for tank tops, scarves, belts, ties, necklaces, and more. All you 

need are a hanger and shower curtain rings. Simply attach the rings to the hanger, 

and slip your hanging items into the rings as well. 

Use Valet Hooks 

Valet hooks can be a game-changer in terms of time management. For instance, if 

you have to be up and ready early in the morning, hang your outfit the night before 

on a valet hook in your closet, so it's right at your fingertips.  

 

You also can use a valet hook to hang your workout clothes as inspiration for you to 

hit the gym. And you can use these simple hooks as a spot to temporarily hang coats 

or dry cleaning bags. Plus, they make a great place to hang purses, belts, and 

scarves. 

Invest in Quality Hangers 

Suits, blazers, dresses, and shirts each have a different type of hanger that's 

designated for them, which can become overwhelming and costly. Instead, you can 

keep your closet simple with a good basic wooden hanger that can work for most 

articles of clothing.  

Matching hangers will give your closet a more visually appealing, organized look, 

which in turn can inspire you to keep it organized. 

Label Your Storage 

A little labeling can make everything in your closet easier to find. It's especially useful 

for opaque storage bins, as well as bins on a high shelf where you can't easily see 

what's inside. Use a label maker to get the job done quickly or DIY your own labels 

from craft paper or cardboard and tie or adhere them to your bins. 



Add Shelf Dividers 

Shelf dividers can help to organize limited shelf space. They make folding and 

stacking your clothing easier, and overall they make the shelf look a lot neater. Once 

you fold a pile of clothing, the dividers will keep everything in place and ensure that 

the pile doesn't topple over. Shelf dividers come in different sizes, so measure your 

clothes first to get the right dividers for your needs. 

 

 
III. 10 Smart Strategies for Organizing 

Clothes in the Space You Have 

Organizing clothing can be tricky because there's no one-size-fits-all solution that 

works for your entire wardrobe. Although it might be tempting to throw everything on 

a hanger, different types of clothes require unique organization methods for the most 

effective storage.  

 



Your knit sweaters, for example, won't be organized in the same way as your 

dresses or socks. To keep your clothes as neat and accessible as possible, you'll 

need to use a variety of clothing organization ideas for garments and accessories. 

Whether you want to organize clothes in a closet, dresser, or wardrobe, it's important 

not to cram too many pieces into a tight space. This leads to wrinkles and makes it 

more difficult to see the full range of your clothing options when you're picking out an 

outfit.  

Open storage solutions, such as hanging clothes or organizing garments on shelves, 

are best for what you wear each day, including pants, sweaters, blouses, and 

dresses. If your full wardrobe is easily within view, you're less likely to end up 

wearing the same couple of pieces over and over again.  

On the other hand, items like socks, undergarments, and other accessories are best 

stored in drawers or bins, which keep them contained and hidden away if desired. 

Use these tips on how to organize clothing to keep your wardrobe tidy and ready to 

wear. 

 

1. Edit Your Wardrobe First 

Clothes retain their good looks longer when stacked neatly or hanging freely. But 

before you begin organizing clothes, create breathing room in closets and 

drawers by editing your wardrobe. Consider donating apparel that hasn't been 

worn in a year, no longer fits, is too damaged to repair, or is decidedly never coming 

back into style. Install closet systems, over-the-door racks, and drawer organizers to 

keep your remaining garments tidy. 



 

2. Organize Garments Like Sweaters and Jeans in Plain Sight 

Unlike dressers or armoire drawers, bookcases and open shelves let you quickly see 

and retrieve what you need. This system to organize clothes works well for jeans, t-

shirts, sweaters, and other garments that don't need to be hung. Move a bookcase 

into a closet to hold stacks of foldable items, organized by type. Equip a few shelves 

with colorful labeled baskets that corral socks and delicates. 

 

3. Divide Hanging Clothing by Category 

Create a closet-rod labeling system that tells you what goes where to easily find 

what you're looking for, then return it to its proper space. Storing similar items, such 

as jackets or button-down shirts, together streamlines clothing storage and stops you 

from stuffing too much in one spot. This also prevents other garments from falling off 



hangers or becoming wrinkled. Repurpose drapery-rod clips ($10, Target) to display 

handwritten tags that define different clothing sections. 

 

4. Stash Mending Tools Nearby 

Organize clothes and the tools needed to keep apparel looking its best in the same 

spot. You're more likely to replace lost buttons, stitch a falling hem, or press a blouse 

when a mending kit, button jar, and iron and board are nearby. Being able to tackle 

these quick fix-ups ensures that no flawed or rumpled garment languishes unused in 

your closet. 

 

5. Keep Your Best Attire on Wood Hangers 

Hang your best garments, such as dresses, jackets, and delicate blouses, on wood 

hangers. These large, sturdy hangers help clothing pieces hold their shapes in 

storage.  



To streamline your morning routine, organize a week's worth of outfits by separating 

hanging clothes with day-of-the-week dividers. This handy sorting system lets you 

pre-check garments and gives you time to clean spots or repair flaws before Monday 

rolls around. This method makes it easy to dress and dash on busy mornings. 

IV. Here’s The Best Way To Pack Clothes 
For Moving 

 

 

The process of moving is overwhelming to say the least. Even more daunting 

than getting the furniture ready for a move is perhaps figuring out how to pack 

clothes for moving, which may be why most people leave it till the very last minute. 

Most clothes end up shoved in boxes that stay packed well past after the move is 

complete at the end of the day. 

As someone who has moved to a different country—not once but twice—finding the 

best way to pack clothes for moving was imperative. 

Things to Do Before Packing 

Decide What to Keep 

Take everything out and start dividing your closet items. It’s time to divide everything 

into piles: keep, donate and sell. Only keep things that you wore within the last year 

that still fit, are in good condition, or hold a sentimental value to you. 

Donate gently-used clothes that don’t fall in the keep category. Finally, use this 

opportunity to sell well-kept closet items that are trendy, recent, or in high demand 

but that you’re no longer using. You can host an old-school yard sale or sell them at 

online marketplaces. 



Sort Clothes 

Not all clothes serve the same purpose, nor do they hold the same importance. You 

can sort items by material, season, pieces and person. The most effective sorting 

methods are by season since you can prevent clutter from accumulating after the 

move since these items usually go at the end of the closet and are stored away 

anyways. 

Sorting by pieces is easy because it helps you organize the closet better after the 

move. You’ll have pants together, shirts together, dresses, etc. But, don’t forget to 

keep everything separated for each person. 

Sort each closet individually, and make sure to label and identify their boxes and 

bags, so it makes a more effortless unpacking experience for everyone. 

Choosing the Right Clothing Packing Method 

Purging your clothes and sorting everything is the first step towards moving clothes. 

Now that you have everything you’ll be taking with you, it’s time to think about how 

you plan to move these items. Luckily, there are different ways to do this depending 

on the type of clothes and your carrying method: 

 Cardboard boxes: These are excellent for packing folded clothing. 

 Wardrobe boxes: These are perfect for packing clothes in hangers, so the 

unpacking process is faster and easier. 

 Suitcases and duffel bags: An excellent alternative to cardboard boxes that 

can help to pack folded clothes and shoes. 

 Vacuum bags: These are a great way to condense clothing items, especially 

bulky ones like jackets and winter coats. 

Best Way to Pack Non-Hanging Clothes 

The most labor-intensive items to pack for moving are your non-changing clothes. 

Anything that isn’t moved on a hanger needs to be folded and placed inside a 

suitcase or moving box. 

Another excellent choice to pack folded clothes is to use one of the folding methods 

below, leave them in the dresser and tape the drawers. Using the dresser to 

transport clothes will save you money on more cardboard boxes. 

How you fold or roll your clothes for packing will make the whole process either 

complex or challenging. This will save space and cut down on the number of 

containers you’ll need to pack and move. It will also make it easier to unpack in your 

new home. 



There are many folding methods to consider, but these are some of the most helpful 

folding ways to try: 

 The flat fold method is best for bulky items like jeans and sweaters. This 

method is best used to pack clothes in card boxes or vacuum bags. 

 The military roll method is best for small or delicate items like shirts and 

dresses. This method is best used to pack clothes in suitcases or duffle bags. 

Best Way to Pack Hanging Clothes 

If possible, try to move as much as your closet in hangers. By far, the easiest, 

wrinkle-free way to transport clothes. Most people will have at least one rack of 

hanging clothing in their closet, from dresses and blouses to collared shirts and 

dress pants. Fortunately, there are various ways to pack hanging clothes easily and 

quickly. 

Use a Wardrobe Box 

Though pricier than other alternatives, wardrobe boxes are specifically designed to 

transport hanging clothes. They come with a hanger bar that makes it easy to hang 

any type of clothing inside. 

Use Drawstring Trash Bags 

A low-budget way and arguably the easiest way to move hanging clothes. Use a 

large drawstring trash bag to slip your clothes inside while holding onto the hangers 

and tighten the drawstrings around the hanger hooks. Another option is to cut a 

small hole at the bottom of the bag up, pass the hanger hooks through the hole, then 

secure the hanger hooks with a rubber band or a string. 

Use Garment Bags 

For delicate items, it’s best to use garment bags to protect them as they can get dirty 

or damaged during the move. Garment bags can be easily found online or at a local 

dry cleaner. 

How to Pack Shoes 

It can be tempting to throw all your shoes in a duffel bag and move them this way. 

However, shoes can quickly lose their shape and get damaged in transit. A bit of 

prepping work on packing shoes correctly can save you plenty of headaches down 

the road. 



Stuff each shoe with packing paper, socks, or washcloths to help them keep their 

shape. Wrap them using packing paper to prevent scuffing and damage. Depending 

on the number of shoes you have, a small or medium-sized box should be enough. 

Another tip for packing shoes for moving is to transport them in hardshell suitcases. 

This way, you can save on moving supplies, and the hard case of the bag protects 

the shoes. 

More Tips On The Best Ways to Pack Clothes for Moving 

Getting your clothes organized and packed is a big part of making your move as 

stress-free as possible. Don’t forget these all-important moving basic when packing 

your clothes: 

 Always place heavy items at the bottom of the boxes and lighter items on top. 

 Clean the clothes before moving to prevent smells and make the unpacking 

process more manageable. 

 Don’t overstuff the boxes as it can damage them and make them prone to 

tears. 

 Carry valuable clothing items with you, such as those with sentimental or 

monetary value with you in your car. 

 Keep clothing on hangers when possible. 

 Keep folded clothes in dresser drawers. 

 Remember to line suitcases and cardboard boxes with packing paper to 

protect the clothes. 

 Use plastic storage containers to pack clothing items you won’t be using soon. 

 Don’t forget to pack a moving bag with the essentials you’ll need right before 

and a few days after your move. 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

When should you start packing for moving? 

If possible, you should aim to start packing a few weeks to a month before your 

move, depending on the size of your home and how much you have to pack. 

Will movers pack clothes for you? 

You may be able to find movers who offer full-service moves including packing 

services, though these services usually cost extra. 

V. What To Wear On Moving Day? 



The moving day is one of the most stressful events a person can experience. You 

have so many things to manage and the tension and anxiety disorders can take a toll 

on you. Thus to accomplish the task in a hassle-free manner, you need to pay 

attention to every minute detail including the moving day outfit. It may sound a little 

vague, but if you dig deeper, you will realise how vital it is in the moving process. 

Even if you have hired professional removalists in Brisbane, you need to get involved 

in all the activities. And for that, you need to wear the most suitable clothes so that 

you can perform the task perfectly. Here are some tips that will help you to 

understand what to wear on a moving day. Let’s have a look. 

 

Why It Is Important To Wear Appropriate Clothes? 

When people talk about clothes, they usually refer to fashion and looks. However, 

clothes have a much bigger purpose than making you look appealing and 

presentable. They protect you from the harmful effects of the environment, make you 

comfortable to perform the daily tasks and keep your body temperature balanced 

during extreme temperatures. 

Relocation is a complicated process, and a person gets involved in numerous things. 

That is why wearing the appropriate clothes during the move is something that gets 

the least attention. However, things should not be this way. 

Whether you are moving in summers, winters or the rainy season, right clothes play 

a crucial role in protecting your health. If you hire professional removalists in 

Brisbane, you will see that they wear a uniform that is suitable as per the weather. 

What To Wear On The Moving Day? 

It is essential to wear the right clothes on your moving day. The relocation process 

requires a lot of physical exertion, and the last thing you want is to get a cold, get wet 

or have problems like sunburns and dehydration. While deciding what to wear on 

your moving day, keep the following tips in your mind. 



1. Your Clothes Should Be Comfortable 

Even if you hire removalists in Brisbane, you need to do a lot of moving, walking, 

lifting, and carrying. Thus, you must wear something that is comfortable. Otherwise, 

your outfit can become a major distraction factor, which will ultimately affect your 

entire moving process. So, pick your clothes wisely on the moving day. 

2. Select Close-Fitting Clothes 

People often wear loose clothes that get caught on something or get in the way while 

lifting the items. Thus, you should wear something that fits you closely, but make 

sure that you don’t feel suffocated. For instance, if you are wearing a jacket, zip it up 

so that it doesn’t get stuck anywhere while lifting the furniture or other similar things. 

 

3. Do Not Go For Branded Or New Clothes 

Wearing anything expensive, new, or branded clothes on your moving day is a bad 

idea. This is because you will get involved in a lot of physical activity and you will 

have to cover the entire house, including places like the kitchen and the garage. So, 

the chances are high that you will get some grease or oil stains on your clothes. 

Hence, do not go for any fancy clothes and stick to some basic comfortable outfit. 

4. Go For Breathable Materials 

If you are moving to Brisbane in summers, you must select cotton as your moving 

day outfit. As this particular day involves a lot of lifting and moving around the house, 

the last thing you want is to have a material on your body that doesn’t allow the air to 

pass through which increases the temperature of your body. As a result, you sweat 

more and feel exhausted. Breathable clothes like cotton don’t irritate you and 

naturally cool down your body. 



5. It Should Be Appropriate For The Season 

Whatever you are wearing, should be according to the season. If it’s summer 

season, go for a cotton t-shirt that helps you cool down your body. Also, make sure 

that you are wearing a cap and sunglasses to prevent the heat of the sun. Similarly, 

if you are moving during winters, put several layers of clothes. And if it is the rainy 

season, you must have raincoats with you all the time. 

 

6. Your Clothes Should Be Disposable 

No matter how watchful you are, expect your moving day clothes to get dirty and 

even damaged during the entire procedure. So, if you want to be on the safer side, 

don something that you won’t mind disposing of. Do not wear any expensive clothes 

that are important to you. Anything old or near the end of its life is good enough for 

the moving purpose. If you don’t have any old clothes and you don’t want to take any 

chances with your new clothes, hire experienced removalists in Brisbane. 

7. Always Keep An Extra Set Of Clothes With You 

It is always good to have an extra pair of clothes with you when you are moving. This 

is because you never know when you might need to change the clothes you are 

wearing. Prepare a moving kit with all the essential things in it, including an extra set 

of clothes in it. 

What Kind Of Shoes You Should Wear On The Moving Day? 

Like clothes, your shoes also make a significant contribution to your comfort on the 

moving day. Appropriate shoes ensure safety during the move and minimise the 

discomfort that comes with the physical exertion. While choosing the shoes, keep in 

mind the following factors. 

Comfort: The shoes you are wearing on the moving day should be comfortable 

enough. 



Fully Enclosed: You should wear fully enclosed shoes on your moving day. This will 

ensure that you don’t suffer from any foot injuries. 

Good Grip and Ankle Support: Wear proper shoes that provide excellent grip on the 

floor and support your ankle. 

People usually do not pay attention to their moving day outfit, but they should. 

Everyone needs to know why they should wear the right clothes on the moving day. 

Here are some tips that will help you to understand the criteria behind choosing an 

appropriate outfit for such a day. Every right step will help you accomplish your task 

perfectly. 

CONCLUSION 

A clean, organized closet is simply the best: It streamlines your morning routine, and 

all that extra space gives you an excuse to expand your wardrobe (or at least 

reimagine it with new combinations now that you can actually see everything clearly). 

If you want to make the most of your space, try some of these closet organization 

and storage ideas, including here with easy-to-follow steps. Go ahead, learn how to 

organize any and all closets. 
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